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Integrated Project @ the 
University of Liège
1st year of Master in Chemical Engineering 
and Materials Science
◼ The goal of the integrated project is 
❑ to consolidate technical knowledge and 
❑ to promote the acquisition of soft skills 
❑ by integrating and linking chemical engineering disciplines usually 
taught separately
Key learning outcomes (KLO)
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◼ Make the link between chemical engineering classes
Technical skills
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◼ Focus on: 
❑ Management of project and deadlines
❑ Ability to work in large groups (6-11 students, random)
❑ Written and oral communication in English (various audience)
Soft skills
Source: Iowa State University
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General comments
◼ Verify and validate the approaches taken: 
❑ Does the code behave properly also in limiting cases? 
❑ Do the assumptions make sense? 
❑ Can the results be compared to independent data? 
◼ Assignements are not perfect and are not supposed to be!
“Graduates should be able to use their powers of judgment as 
engineers in order to work with complex and possibly incomplete 
information, to recognize discrepancies and to deal with them."
(…) They should be able to recognize the need for information, 
to find and provide information
Source: EFCE Bologna Recommendations, 2010
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◼ Sep 15 – Oct 15: Mass balances, short literature review, 
consolidation of results in groups and project planning 
◼ Oct 15 – Dec 15: detailed models for thermodynamics; 
kinetics & reactors; separation units
◼ Feb 1 – Mar 1: Exchange of topics between sub-groups and 
sensitivity studies on models
◼ Mar 1- April 20: Process integration into one model & process 
optimization




Output of the project
◼ Final deliverable: 15-page article + presentation
◼ www.chemeng.uliege.be/cms/c_4912130/en/integrated-project-m1
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◼ Part 1: Individual work + group consolidation
◼ Other parts:
❑ Regular interaction with teachers
❑ To be organized by students
◼ + Plenary meetings (~1/month)
◼ + Theoretical sessions (communication, process design, LCA…)
◼ + Office hours every week
◼ Interaction with industrial experts panel





◼ The grade will include 
technical and soft skills 
evaluations !
◼ Technical skills: 
❑ Only final reports (after each
part) and final presentation
(in May) are evaluated
◼ Soft skills: 
❑ Self-evaluation and peer
evaluation
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Global results (group grade) Maximal note
General form
Respect of assignment (on time, number of pages…) 2
Clear and consistent report structure (intro, conclusion, 
bibliography, unified presentation…) 4
Presentation, quality of figures and tables… 2
Style and respect of conventions (relevant vocabulary 
choice, bibliography…) 4
Context
Presentation of the context and objectives 4
Identification and mobilization of resources (eg
literature…) 4
Results
Importance and validity of obtained results (quantity 
and quality of results) 6
Discussion of results (clarity of the explanations, 
rational and evidence-based argumentation…) 6
Global integration of the results: links between sub-
tasks, links with lectures 4




◼ Initial framework needs to be very clear, otherwise, 
may be frustrating for students and teachers!
◼ Soft skills learnings are as important as technical
learnings!
❑ Difference between successful groups and less successful
ones clearly appears!
❑ Eg: Sections of varying quality, non-uniformised report
❑ Eg: inconsistent results or assumptions
❑ Next steps: co-working with electromechanical engineers
◼ PSGO coaching very useful for students to get a 
reflexive view over their work
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Results
PSGO coaching very useful for students to get a reflexive view over 
their work
◼ Eg: Typical project week
❑ Monday 14.00: presentation
❑ Monday 14.30: Prof. XX yells at us…
❑ Tuesday, Wednesday: ….
❑ Thursday: I should start working at it
❑ Friday: For sure, I’ll work on the week-end
❑ Saturday, Sunday: we work
❑ Sunday night: as usual, we’re late…
❑ Monday morning: emergency finishing the presentation, we’ll definitely start 
earlier next week
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Good luck… and enjoy!
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